T4America was first in the fight to win $69 billion in COVID-19 relief funding, rescuing public transit.

T4America co-conceived the brand-new Reconnecting Communities Program to repair the damage wrought by urban freeways, especially in Black and brown communities.

T4America won historic levels of new passenger rail investment in the two most recent transportation bills, and conceived the formation of interstate rail compacts.

“I benefit from hearing about transportation policy from a different slant and hearing what other areas are doing through member updates and newsletters. T4A has been on top of the infrastructure law and we appreciate their analysis.”

Todd Ashby
Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
T4America generated **national conversation** about induced travel demand and steered prominent national media outlets to **communicate outcomes** rather than just spending.

T4America provides a **unique voice on rural transportation issues** by seeding proven strategies that invest in communities instead of bypassing them.

“We find T4A membership to be beneficial to us in three primary ways: the entire staff is accessible and knowledgeable, their quick turnaround on summarizing new legislation or administrative rules is a real heads up, and the technical expertise providing cost/benefit analysis on projects is top notch. Membership has given us access to a real resource.”

**Karl Gnadt, Champaign-Urbana Transportation District**

Transportation for America is an advocacy organization made up of local, regional and state leaders who envision a transportation system that safely, affordably and conveniently connects people of all means and ability to jobs, services, and opportunity through multiple modes of travel.